Abstract. We present a new Stata estimation program, mboxcox, that computes the normalizing scaled power transformations for a set of variables. The multivariate Box-Cox method (defined in Velilla, 1993, Statistics and Probability Letters 17: 259-263; used in Weisberg, 2005, Applied Linear Regression [Wiley]) is used to determine the transformations. We demonstrate using a generated example and a real dataset.
1 Theory and motivation Box and Cox (1964) detailed normalizing transformations for univariate y and univariate response regression using a likelihood approach. Velilla (1993) formalized a multivariate version of Box and Cox's normalizing transformation. A slight modification of this version is considered in Weisberg (2005) , which we will use here.
The multivariate Box-Cox method uses a separate transformation parameter for each variable. There is also no independent/dependent classification of the variables. Since its inception, the multivariate Box-Cox transformation has been used in many settings, most notably linear regression; see Sheather (2009) for examples. When variables are transformed to joint normality, they become approximately linearly related, constant in conditional variance, and marginally normal in distribution. These are very useful properties for statistical analysis.
Stata currently offers several versions of Box-Cox transformations via the boxcox command. The multivariate options of boxcox are limited to regression settings where at most two transformation parameters are allowed. We present the mboxcox command as a useful complement to boxcox. We will start by explaining the formal theory of what mboxcox does.
First, we define a scaled power transformation as ψ s (y, λ) = y λ −1 λ if λ = 0 log y if λ = 0 Scaled power transformations preserve the direction of associations that the transformed variable had with other variables. So scaled power transformations will not switch collinear relationships of interest.
Next, for n-vector x, we define the geometric mean: gm(x) = exp (1/n n i=1 log x i ). Suppose the random vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x p ) ′ takes only positive values. Let Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ p ) be a vector of real numbers, such that {ψ s (x 1 , λ 1 ), . . . , ψ s (x p , λ p )} is distributed N (µ, Σ). Now we take a random sample of size n from the population of x, yielding data X = (x 1 , . . . , x p ). We define the transformed version of the variable X ij as X ij (λj ) = ψ s (X ij , λ j ). This yields the transformed data matrix
Finally, we define the normalized transformed data: Velilla (1993, eq. 3) showed that the concentrated log likelihood of Λ in this situation was given by
Weisberg (2005) used modified scaled power transformations rather than plain scaled power transformations for each column of the data vector.
Under a modified scaled power transformation, the scale of the transformed variable is invariant to the choice of transformation power. So the scale of a transformed variable is better controlled under the modified scaled power transformation than under the scaled power transformation. Inference on the optimal transformation parameters should be similar under both scaled and modified scaled methods. The transformed data under a scaled power transformation is equivalent to the transformed data under an unscaled power transformation with an extra location/scale transformation. A multivariate normal random vector yields another multivariate normal random vector when a location/scale transformation is applied to it. So the most normalizing scaled transformation essentially yields as normalizing a transformation as its unscaled version. We thus expect great similarity between the optimal scaled, modified scaled, and unscaled parameter estimates.
The new concentrated likelihood (Weisberg 2005, 291, eq. A.36 ) is
Here Z (Λ) has been replaced by the actual transformed data.
In terms of the sample covariance of Z * (Λ) , L c (Λ) is a simple expression. In terms of Λ, it is very complicated. The mboxcox command uses L c (Λ) to perform inference on Λ, where the elements of Λ are modified scaled power transformation parameters. Because of the complexity of L c (Λ), a numeric optimization is used to estimate Λ. The second derivative of L c (Λ) is computed numerically during the optimization, and this yields the covariance estimate of Λ.
We should take note of the situation in which the data does not support a multivariate Box-Cox transformation. Problems in data collection may manifest as outliers. As Velilla (1995) states, "it is well known that the maximum likelihood estimates to normality is very sensitive to outlying observations." Additionally, the data or certain variables from it could simply come from a nonnormal distribution. Unfortunately, the method of transformation we use here is not sensitive to these problems. Our method of Box-Cox transformation is not robust. For methods that are robust to problems like these, see Velilla (1995) and Riani and Atkinson (2000) . We present the basic multivariate Box-Cox transformation here, as a starting point for more robust transformation procedures to be added to Stata at a later date.
Use and a generated example
The mboxcox command has the following basic syntax:
Like other estimation commands, the results of mboxcox can be redisplayed with the following simpler syntax:
The syntax of mboxcox is very simple and straightforward. We also provide the mbctrans command to create the transformed variables. This command is used to streamline the data transformation process. It takes inputs of the variables to be transformed and a list of transformation powers, and saves the transformed variables under their original names with a t prefix. The command supports unscaled, scaled, and modified scaled transformations. Accomplish scaled transformations by specifying the scale option. To obtain modified scaled transformations, specify the mscale option.
We generate 10,000 samples from a three-variable multivariate normal distribution with means (10, 14, 32) and marginal variances (1, 3, 2). The first and second variables are correlated with a covariance of 0.3.
. set obs 10000 obs was 0, now 10000 . set seed 3000
. matrix Means = (10, 14, 32) . matrix Covariance = (1,.3,0)\(.3,3,0)\(0,0,2) . drawnorm x1 x2 x3, means(Means) cov (Covariance) . Next we transform the data using unscaled power transformations (2, −1, 3). Note that the correlation direction between the first and second variable changes.
. mbctrans x1 x2 x3, power(2 -1 3)
. correlate t_x1 t_x2 (obs=10000) t_x1 t_x2 t_x1 1.0000 t_x2 -0.1585 1.0000
We will use mboxcox to determine the optimal modified scaled power transformation estimates for normalizing the transformed data. The optimal unscaled power transformation vector is (1/2, −1, 1/3), each element being the inverse of the variable's original transformation power. We find that the modified scaled transformation parameter estimates of mboxcox are close to the unscaled parameters. The postestimation features of mboxcox tell us that there is no evidence to reject the assertion that the optimal modified scaled transformation parameters are identical to the unscaled parameters. This correspondence between modified scaled and unscaled is not surprising, as we detailed in the last section.
. test (t_x1= .5) (t_x2= -1) (t_x3 = 1/3) The model is not valid. It has a number of problems. Nonconstant variance of the errors is one. As explained in Sheather (2009) , this problem can be detected by graphing the square roots of the absolute values of the standardized residuals versus the fitted values and continuous predictors. Trends in these plots suggest that the variance changes at different levels of the predictors and fitted values. We graph these plots and see a variety of increasing and decreasing trends.
. predict rstd, rstandard . predict fit, xb . generate nsrstd = sqrt(abs(rstd)) . local i = 1 . foreach var of varlist fit enginesize cylinders horsepower weight wheelbase { 2. twoway scatter nsrstd`var´|| lfit nsrstd`var´, > ytitle("|Std. Residuals|^.5") legend(off) > ysize(5) xsize(5) name(gg`i´) nodraw 3. local i =`i´+ 1 4. } . graph combine gg1 gg2 gg3 gg4 gg5 gg6, rows(2) ysize (10) Data transformation would be a strategy to solve the nonconstant variance problem. As suggested in Weisberg (2005, 156) , we should first examine linear relationships among the predictors. If they are approximately linearly related, we can use the fitted values to find a suitable transformation for the response, perhaps through an inverse response plot (Sheather 2009) . A matrix plot of the response and predictors shows that we will not be able to do that. Many appear to share a monotonic relationship, but it is not linear. In addition, a look at the box plots reveals that several of the predictors and the response are skewed. The data are not consistent with a multivariate normal distribution. If the predictors and response were multivariate normal conditioned on the value of hybrid, then it would follow that the errors of the regression would have constant variance. The conditional variance of multivariate normal variables is always constant with regard to the values of the conditioning variables.
There are actually only three observations of hybrid that are nonzero. Data analysis not shown here supports the contention that hybrid only significantly affects the location of the joint distribution of the remaining predictors and response. Successful inference on other more complex properties of the joint distribution, conditional on hybrid = 1, would require more data. Hence, we ignore the value of hybrid in calculating a normalizing transformation. In the first section, we mentioned that outliers could be a serious problem for our method. Our approach here could lead to outliers that would cause the transformation to fail.
If the marginal transformation that we estimate is suitably equivalent to the transformations obtained by conditioning on hybrid and approximately normalizes the other predictors and the response, then the errors of the regression will be at least approximately constant and its predictors and response more symmetric. . test (enginesize=.25)(cylinders=0)(horsepower=0)(highwaympg=-1) > (weight=1)(wheelbase=0) Following the advice of Sheather (2009), we round the suggested powers to the closest interpretable fractions. We will use the mbctrans command to create the transformed variables so that we can rerun our regression. We demonstrate it here for all cases on highwaympg. The relationship it holds with the variable dealercost is used as a reference. Recall how the unscaled transformation may switch correlation relationships with other variables, and how the modified scaled transformation maintains these relationships and the scale of the input variable. The unscaled transformed highwaympg is referred to as unscaled hmpg. The scaled transformed version of highwaympg is named scaled hmpg. The modified scaled transformed version of highwaympg is named mod scaled hmpg. Both the scaled and modified scaled transformation kept the same correlation relationship between highwaympg and dealercost. The unscaled transformation did not. Additionally, the modified scaled transformation maintained a scale much closer to that of the original than either of the other transformations. Now we will use mbctrans on all the variables.
. mbctrans enginesize cylinders horsepower highwaympg weight wheelbase, > power(.25 0 0 -1 1 0) mscale
The box plots for the transformed data show a definite improvement in marginal normality. . local i = 1 . foreach var of varlist tfit t_enginesize t_cylinders t_horsepower t_weight > t_wheelbase { 2. twoway scatter tnsrstd`var´|| lfit tnsrstd`var´, > ytitle("|Std. Residuals|^.5") legend(off) ysize(5) xsize(5) name(gg`i´) > nodraw 3. local i =`i´+ 1 4. } . graph combine gg1 gg2 gg3 gg4 gg5 gg6, rows(2) ysize(10) xsize (15) The nonconstant variance has been drastically improved. The use of mboxcox helped improve the fit of the model. 
Conclusion
We explored both the theory and practice of the multivariate Box-Cox transformation. Using both generated and real datasets, we have demonstrated the use of the multivariate Box-Cox transformation in achieving multivariate normality and creating linear relationships among variables.
We fully defined the mboxcox command as a method for performing the multivariate Box-Cox transformation in Stata. We also introduced the mbctrans command and defined it as a method for performing the power transformations suggested by mboxcox. Finally, we also demonstrated the process of obtaining transformation power parameter estimates from mboxcox and rounding them to theoretically appropriate values.
